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In compliance with the Engineering Professions Act (No. 46 of 2000) requirements, LIASA endeavours to assist her members in 
keeping up on technological developments that impact on their registration.  LIASA most earnestly support ECSA in their search 
for professional service excellence and pursuit of continued professional development’. EDUCOM keeps you up to date on ECSA 
and industry related news. 

 
  NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:    Chairman: Sanjeev Singh;   D/Chair: Bill Murphy;   Treasurer: David Kleinhans;   Secretary: Dr 

Theo Kleinhans;   EXCO: Terence Baker;   Ronnie Branders;   Willem du Toit;   Micky Martin;   Brendan Trower  
 

       DOYENS OF THE LIFT INDUSTRY:  Buddie Cerone (2004);   Schalk van der Merwe (2005);   Dr Theo Kleinhans (2006);   Willem du Toit 
(2008):   Bruno Isler (2009);   

 
 

 

 
 

WORLD’S FASTEST LIFTS 
 
Seen above is the Taipei 101 building in Taiwan.  With a building 
height of 509,2m and a lift contract speed of 1010 m/m or 16,83 
m/s, it takes a mere 37 seconds to reach the 87th floor observation 
deck in an ear-popping trip.  The cars are however fitted with a 
pressurizing system and streamlined against speed whistling and 
vibration.  The top floor is situated at 101st level.  Six of the 
world’s 10 fastest lifts are now located in the booming economic 
hubs of Asia and the Middle East.  
 
For several decades the world’s tallest building, the USA Empire 
State Building built in 1932 with its 73 Otis elevators, still has the 
9th fastest elevator. Even as far back as 1913, the Woolworth 
Building in down-town New York, had the fastest (Otis) lifts at 
3,55 m/s … almost a century ago. 
 
Now in the new millennium, 14 of the world’s 20 tallest buildings 
are in China, Malaysia and the Middle East. The tallest now is the 
almost completed Burj Dubai in the United Arab Emirates (seen 
right), which is the tallest free-standing building in the world. At 
155 floors or 555,3m it is one and a half times the height of the 
Empire State Building.   

 

 
BURJ DUBAI   

 
These Otis lifts travel at 10,0 m/s (600 m/m), with a price 
tag for this building estimated at $4,1 billion. We have 
certainly come a long way from the first acknowledged 
Otis elevator being installed in 488 Broadway, New York 
in 1853.  It was ostensibly the first lift with an over-speed 
governor and counterweight with rope traction drive. We 
would welcome similar new technical news from 
Schindler, Kone, Melco and Thyssen.        (Source: Forbes) 
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LIASA GENERAL MEETING  

FRIDAY 12TH FEBRUARY 
 

Possibly one of the most productive meetings in several years was 
chaired by Sanjeev Singh, with over 30 members present, purely 
from a standpoint of action as opposed to talking! Although the 
Minutes of the Meeting will be displayed on the LIASA web 
shortly, we bring the following important issues to your express 
notice for your possible further input … 
 
1. ECSA LIRC 

 
For technical reasons the LIRC meeting scheduled for Tuesday 9th 
February was pushed back to Tuesday 16th.  As such we were unable 
to report on the status of the new LIRC committee and the Chairman 
and Deputy Chairman elected by the members present from amongst 
their numbers. 

 
Concern was expressed over the proposed amalgamation of the 
Specified Scope Registration Categories, possibly as early as the 
beginning of 2011.  LIRC as the founder cadre, will have to share 
with the LMI’s (already established); as well as the proposed non-
destructive testing group; medical equipment group; fire and 
security group as well as others still under discussion. All these 
proposed registration groups will be represented by one specified 
scope category committee on the ECSA Central Registration 
Committee, of at least the chairmen of the sub-groups.  The sub-
groups will obviously have to have evaluation and accreditation 
committees of at least five persons per comittee. 

 
The above revolves mostly around cost constraints where ECSA has 
to minimize the current LIRC cost with only 167 RLI’s registered. It 
is anticipated that the other new specified scope membership will 
reach several thousand, resulting in the RLI’s becoming swamped as 
a registration cadre  -  we must just wait and see what develops.  
 
It is a recognized fact that most major lift portfolio holders have 
already been applying the 24-month period for several years now.  
With the GIAMA Act of October 2005 which focused on annual 
risk assessments, the majority of major lift portfolio owners also 
reduced their ad hoc risk audits down to an annual risk assessment 
inspection. Are there enough RLI’s to continue serving the Industry 
to meet all these statutory and preventative risk inspections? 
 
With SANS 50081-80 & SANS 14798 coming into practical 
prominence in 2008 (although published earlier), most portfolio 
holders now have annual risk assessment schedules enshrined as 
part of their strategic business facilities’ management, locking the 
risk installations into their budgets and taking a more measured and 
planned approach to the upgrade of their outdated non-compliant lift 
installations around the country. 
 
The only question that could not be answered at the LIASA 
meeting, was the apparent reticence of DoL to publish the OHSAct 
(Draft) Amendment Bill. Started in 2004, it is several years now that 
the ‘draft amendments’ have been finalized  -  All it requires there-
fore is for the Amendment Bill to be gazetted as Law! 

 
2. LIFT INSPECTORS’ COURSE 

 
 

 
ECSA LIRC education Sub-committee chairman and 
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) lecturer of the Lift 
Inspector’s Course Mr Willem du Toit, has all but given up 
on TUT organizing the next course.  In spite of having 
sufficient candidates for at least two courses, TUT are 
dragging their heels and moving the goal-posts.  It is now 
nearly a year since the last course was held. 

 
Dr Theo Kleinhans undertook to immediately request the able 
assistance of ECSA Training Manager Mrs Neggie NDlhovu 
and Assistant Registrar Mrs Riana Starr to as an interim 
measure, accredit LIASA to run the next few courses at Jeppe 
Quandum Conference Centre (JQCC) since they had all the 
facilities at a very modest fee.  JQCC is a scant 5-minuted 
drive from ECSA, so spot invigilation checks can be made at 
any time. 
 
Worst-case scenario the course could be held at the Otis and 
Schindler accredited training centres in Johannesburg.  This 
can then be cascaded out to the provincial regions where Otis 
and Schindler have accredited satellite training centers.  Apart 
from Mr Du Toit, LIASA have accredited trainers in her 
membership such as Messrs Rodney Coetzee and Brendan 
Trower who make their living out of training/lecturing on 
OHSAct safety requirements. We will keep you posted. 

 
3. LIASA OMBUDS-COMMITTEE 
 
Several complaints were voiced in the Meeting of member 
RLI’s who carry out normal routine Annex ‘B’ inspections on 
behalf of either the Service Provider or the Owner/User.  It is 
becoming more prevalent that serious non-compliances are 
seen as regards the issuing of the Annex ‘B’ comprehensive 
reports without the installations in fact being compliant. 

 
Annex ‘A’ upgrade reports are incomplete, sometimes even 
without load-test data, in spite of major drive and control 
upgrades.  The most glaring omission is the issue of an Annex 
‘B’ only, following a major upgrade simply because the RLI 
allegedly claims that an Annex ‘A’ is not required.  

 
The Chairman explained WHY the LIASA Ombuds 
Committee was disbanded last year, in favour of all serious 
misconduct being reported directly to ECSA.  It was recorded 
that a serious lethargy is evident when it comes to actually 
logging a misconduct or serious non-compliance against a 
peer RLI.  Discussions from the floor focused on the 
requirement for a transparent system whereby RLI’s could at 
least ‘in-house’ report to the LIASA Chairman of their 
findings, which he could then follow up at a lower key than 
ECSA.  The Chairman undertook to give this further thought. 
Dr Kleinhans suggested speaking to Registrar Mr Johan 
Pienaar or Assistant Registrar Ms Riana Starr.  They are 
always the first in the communication line when it comes to 
disciplinary matters where claims are made against registered 
persons. 
 
4. OHSACT AMENDMENT BILL 
 
Already discussed above, the fact that certain standards can 
only be enshrined in Law through the OHSAct was explained 
 



 
by regulations guru Willem du Toit.  Although DoL may state that 
any standard published by SANS has automatically become the 
latest standard in the industry, can be challenged by Law.  Without 
exception in any court case, the Judge needs confirmation under 
which regulation/standard a person is being charged.  If not defined 
verbatim in the OHSAct, it is Willem’s considered professional 
opinion that such regulation/standard cannot be considered legally 
binding under criminal law.  Once again substantiating a further 
requirement for the OHSAct amendments to be published by DoL!  
 
5. LIASA ADMINISTRATION UPGRADE 
 
Chairman Sanjeev Singh advised of his objective to upgrade the 
administration and financial systems of LIASA.  Assistant Secretary 
Bonnie Pedan is currently installing a user-friendly generic fiscal 
system to manage the membership funds. Chairman Sanjeev is 
himself busy with the new admin-plan, inclusive of the LIASA Web 
upgrade. This cascades out to the Educom, also to be more 
professional in appearance and content. 

 
Sanjeev again brought to the members’ attention the fact that 
whereas LIASA annual membership fees are only R380, the 
discount granted by ECSA for any recognized accredited association 
is R700.  It is perhaps time to push our fees up (to say R600) so that 
funds can be generated for the proposed LIASA CPD training.  The 
members would then still not be out of pocket but in turn receive a 
more qualitative support from LIASA.   

 
LIASA Treasurer David Kleinhans advised a bank balance this 
morning of under R90 000, and that after approximately 16 years of 
LIASA’s existence.  He also confirmed the very frugal use of 
association funds. Assist-secretary Bonnie Peden receives a small 
monthly honorarium.  Expenses such as Chairman Sanjeev jetting 
up from Durban for every meeting, is born by Sanjeev himself.   

 
To meeting the rising expectations of both ECSA and our members, 
it is time that we built up a more positive fiscal reserve within our 
means, without exorbitant load on our members. Future CPD 
courses could (for example) be subsidized to keep the per-capita 
cost low.  We will keep you informed! 
 
6. ECSA CPD 
 
Recent discussions with ECSA Registrars Johan Pienaar and Riana 
Starr focused on how little RLI’s had really progressed since the 
introduction of CPD by the Engineering Professions Act of 2000.  
Yes, we are aware that the Professional Engineer’s cadre has been in 
existence for several decades and with a membership exceeding 14 
000 registered Pr Eng’s.  For starters we should issue annual 
‘LIASA’ certificates to all national and regional committee 
members, which would at least give them one CPD accreditation 
point.  A person such as Willem du Toit (for example) who is a 
LIASA National Excom member; represents LIASA at the SAPOA 
(Property Owners) meetings; and lectures at TUT … should have 
all three appointments logged on his certificate.  Sanjeev, Theo and 
Bonnie to follow up further on this proposal. 
 
7. LIASA REGIONAL FEEDBACK 

 
Chairman Singh commented on the extended lack of 
communications from the Regional Chairman.  We have not 
received anything from Cape Town for several years now.  Sanjeev 

 
undertook to follow this up with the two incumbents 
mentioned for Cape Town.  He would also follow up with the 
Durban representative. We periodically still hear from East 
Cape Chairman Graham Mould, especially with the technical 
registration problems experienced there a year or two ago. 
 
Chairman Sanjeev stated the absolute importance of at least 
quarterly reports from these regions, following on meetings in 
the regions.  These are CPD requirements from ECSA, which 
must be acceded to since LIASA is liable to spot checks 
under the ECSA CPD requirements, which Dr Kleinhans and 
Bonnie will have to produce.  If you wish to retain your RLI 
professional registration, you have to meet these minimum 
requirements …individually and as a regional group … It’s 
as simple as that! 

 
8. LIASA WEB 

 
Webs are becoming a most important communication 
medium in the modern electronic media.  As such LIASA 
need to be on top of this requirement.  Apart from the 
presentation and the system being user-friendly to access and 
down-load, we need to bring it up to professional 
expectations.  This should include items such as … 

• ECSA Codes of Practice & of  Conduct 
• ECSA minimum CPD requirements for RLI’s 
• LIASA Articles of Association 
• LIASA membership per region, with contact 

numbers and level of registration 
• Latest issue of Educom 
• Etc, to be advised … 
 

9. SANS 1545:1 COMPLIANCE ‘PACKAGE’ 
 

LIASA Deputy Chairman Bill Murphy, gave a qualitative 
feed-back on the SANS Technical Committee (TC).  It has 
become obvious that with so many new standards blowing 
over from Europe that we are losing both count and contact.  
Some of the older members even consider this over-
regulation.  However, we have requested Bill to keep us 
updated in the form of short communications in Educom. 

 
At the same time we have requested colleague Willem du 
Toit to explain some of these latest standards that are 
somewhat French to us. Willem sits on the SABS TC and has 
to take an active interest since he has to communicate these 
newly published standards in his next Lift Inspector’s Course. 

 
Whereas Willem some two years ago gave us a (so-called) 
‘compliance package’ for installations up to 1,25m/s, the 
latest risk assessment standards have focused on the non-
compliance of dated installations of 1,5m/s and higher.  
Bonnie receives consistent requests in this regard.  We have 
accordingly requested Willem to issue us with such a list, 
inclusive of the reference clauses in the associated standards 
as some clients have of late demanded these references 
specifically, before they are prepared to evaluate a quotation 
thereto.  We will keep you informed! 
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STANDARDS & REGULATIONS 

 
We have discussed this issue at various forums and in the passages, 
but it is clear that there are many persons still in the dark, so I was 
asked to try and put it into a simple understandable explanation. 
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Although the registration of Registered Lift Inspectors (RLI’s) is 
done by ECSA, we (RLI’s) are regulated by the Department of 
Labour to do Comprehensive Reports (ANNEX B’s) as per the OHS 
Act and Regulations as well as Standards which are incorporated 
into these Regulations. This is our scope of work as RLI’s in the 
OHS Act. 
 
RLI’s can also provide other services such as consulting and risk 
assessments and thereby advise their clients of those other SANS 
Standards not Regulated in the OHS Act. They can even use those 
Standards in their tender specifications, but they cannot enforce 
those Standards under the OHS Act. 
 
The priority sequence of rules for RLI’s is therefore: 
 

• The OHS ACT (the entire Act) 
• The Regulations (all the regulations not only LER) 
• The Standards which are incorporated into the 

Regulations. 
 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT 
 
Incorporation of health and safety standards in regulations 
44(1): The minister may by notice in the government gazette 
incorporate in the regulations any health and safety standard or part 
thereof. 
       
(2) No health and safety standard shall be incorporated in the 
regulations except after consultation with the Council. 
 
The only Standards in the LER Regulations at present are: 

• SANS 1545-1 Electric lifts 
• SANS 1545-2 Hydraulic lifts 
• SANS 21 Escalators 
• SANS 10400 Building regulations 

 
Where do we stand with SANS 50081-80:2005? 

 
Yes it is a Standard, but NO it is not a Regulation and therefore 
RLI’s cannot enforce it in their scope of work and maintenance 
companies cannot inform property owners that it is compulsory. 
On page 5 and 6 of this Standard under the heading “use of this 
standard” it clearly states: 

“This standard can be used as a guideline for: 
d) Owners to upgrade their lifts on a voluntary basis 

 if no regulation exists”. 
 
To prove this point even further:   There is a Standard SANS 
1545-4 for disabled person’s platforms, but because SANS 1545-
4 is not specified in the OHSACT LER regulations, you cannot 
install a lift under this Standard without exemption from SANS 
1545-1 or -2 which must be obtained from DoL.    
 
 

 
A good thing about SANS 50081-80:2005 (Risk Assessment) 
Standard is that it resolves one of the oldest ongoing disputes  
-  the one about partial upgrades. This Standard clearly makes 
provision for partial upgrades. 
 
                                            Willem du Toit     Pr Techni Eng 

 
 
 

ECSA LIRC MEETING  -  TUESDAY 16TH 
FEBRUARY 

 
With this meeting having been pushed back by ECSA from 
the 9th, the move unfortunately clashed with the SABS 
Technical Committee in Pretoria, resulting in 5 of the LIRC 
members electing to attend the meeting at SABS. The down-
side of this resulted in LIRC not achieving a quorum. So 
although the meeting was held, the evaluation of four 
prospective RLI candidates had to be postponed to an 
emergency meeting on Tuesday 23rd February. 
 
An auspicious meeting was held early Tuesday morning 16th 
February with ECSA Education executive Ms Neggie 
NDlovhu and Assistant Registrar Ms Riana Starr.  Dr Theo 
Kleinhans put forward LIASA’s request to be allowed to 
present two urgent Lift Inspectors’ Courses in Johannesburg 
under Mr Willem du Toit’s leadership.   
 
This would resolve the current predicament where over two 
dozen aspirant RLI’s cannot attend such a course because 
TUT are dragging their heels in holding the course. No RLI 
course has been held at TUT since TUT Departmental Head 
Mr Jan Botes resigned early in 2009. 
 
At the same time Dr Kleinhans has approached the 
University of Johannesburg (Doornfontein Technical 
Campus) in an endeavour that UJ possibly see their way 
clear to take over from TUT as the official educator for the 
ECSA RLI course. Recentralising the course to Johan-
nesburg would be an added advantage. According to Neggie 
NDlovhu, there is no reason why this weekly course of 5 
CPD credits, cannot become five separate one-day courses 
with one CPD credit/day. Secondly, that we see the course 
being decentralized to the provincial regions say at the 
Merceta-accredited Otis and Schindler training centers. 
Sanjeev will in any case be negotiating for the accredited 
Otis and Schindler product-specific technician courses to be 
available for ongoing CPD attendance by any RLI, so as to 
FULLY meet ECSA’s CPD requirements under the 
Engineering Professions Act of 2000. 
               …  We will keep you informed! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 
 

LIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to  
Bonnie, Jenny or Theo is: 

Office: (011) 402-3001 
Telefax: (011) 402-3002 

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za
 
                PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

  

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za

